Technology

RelativityOne Data
Migration Services
As an early adopter of RelativityOne, FTI Technology has been at the forefront of migrating data and
workspaces from leading e-discovery platforms to RelativityOne both internally and on behalf of clients.
From creating a migration plan to managing the transfer of
applications and scripts, FTI assists law firms, corporations
and government agencies in upgrading to RelativityOne.
Should exceptions occur in transferring files at any stage
of the process, FTI has the technical expertise to remedy—
ensuring a complete migration.

FTI RELATIVITYONE DATA MIGRATION
SERVICES INCLUDE:
Migration Planning
FTI partners with your organization to tailor a
transition plan specific to your existing e-discovery
infrastructure and needs.

Data and Workspace Migration
Inventory of workspaces, document counts, file sizes
and review stage is taken to determine the most
efficient approach to transferring and replicating for
a seamless experience in RelativityOne.

Application and Script Transfer
Where possible, FTI can advise and assist in the
transfer of automated processes and workflows to
maintain e-discovery efficiency.

Post-Migration Evaluation
After the migration, a comprehensive review is
conducted to confirm that data elements have successfully transferred and workflows are fully functional.

File Expectation Identification and
Remediation
In the event exceptions occur during the migration,
FTI’s team of experts proactively remedy to drive
the migration to completion.

Multi-Platform Migration
Migration services into RelativityOne include but are
not limited to Relativity SQL back-up, Concordance,
Summation, Ringtail, CloudNine LAW, OpenText/
Recommind, Clearwell, Caselogistix, Introspect,
View Point and Exterro.

WHY FTI?
Deep Expertise
FTI Technology is a mainstay of the e-discovery industry
with over 20 years of helping clients navigate discovery in the
digital age. A commitment to the innovation of technology and
workflows has secured FTI as a RelativityOne Certified Silver
and Data Migration partner.

Scalability
With data under management spanning over 4 contents,
FTI has the infrastructure in place to scale client matters as
they grow regardless of geography.

Backed by Advanced Technology
FTI’s deep history in e-discovery technology and workflow
development allows us to identify the right technology mix for
the client and matter. When data challenges emerge, we have
the technical expertise to customize and develop solutions to
resolve roadblocks.
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ABOUT FTI TECHNOLOGY, A SEGMENT
OF FTI CONSULTING
FTI Technology solves data-related business challenges, with
expertise in legal and regulatory matters. As data grows in
size and complexity, we help organizations better govern,
secure, find, analyze and rapidly make sense of information.
Innovative technology, expert services and tenacious
problem-solving provide our global clients with defensible
and repeatable solutions. Organizations rely on us to root
out fraud, maintain regulatory compliance, reduce legal and
IT costs, protect sensitive materials, quickly find facts and
harness organizational data to create business value. For
more information, please visit www.ftitechnology.com.
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About FTI Consulting
FTI Consulting is an independent global business advisory firm dedicated to helping organizations manage change, mitigate risk and resolve disputes: financial, legal, operational,
political & regulatory, reputational and transactional. FTI Consulting professionals, located in all major business centers throughout the world, work closely with clients to anticipate,
illuminate and overcome complex business challenges and opportunities. FTI Consulting, Inc., including its subsidiaries and affiliates, is a consulting firm and is not a certified public
accounting firm or a law firm.
www.fticonsulting.com 
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